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Abstract
Speaker-aware source separation methods are promising
workarounds for major difficulties such as arbitrary source per-
mutation and unknown number of sources. However, it re-
mains challenging to achieve satisfying performance provided
a very short available target speaker utterance (anchor). Here
we present a novel ”deep extractor network” which creates an
extractor point for the target speaker in a canonical high dimen-
sional embedding space, and pulls together the time-frequency
bins corresponding to the target speaker. The proposed model
is different from prior works in that the canonical embedding
space encodes knowledges of both the anchor and the mix-
ture during an end-to-end training phase: First, embeddings
for the anchor and mixture speech are separately constructed
in a primary embedding space, and then combined as an in-
put to feed-forward layers to transform to a canonical embed-
ding space which we discover more stable than the primary one.
Experimental results show that given a very short utterance,
the proposed model can efficiently recover high quality tar-
get speech from a mixture, which outperforms various baseline
models, with 5.2% and 6.6% relative improvements in SDR and
PESQ respectively compared with a baseline oracle deep attra-
cor model. Meanwhile, we show it can be generalized well to
more than one interfering speaker.
Index Terms: speaker extraction, source separation
1. Introduction
Despite great successes brought by deep learning techniques,
automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems still perform
poorly when the speech is corrupted by interfering speech
[1, 2, 3]. Given a monaural speech mixture, the problem of
recovering sources is intrinsically ill-conditioned as there are
an infinite number of possible combinations that are legitimate
solutions [4]. This results in two major difficulties including
arbitrary source permutation and unknown number of sources.
Recently, many efforts [5, 6, 2] have been made to address these
difficulties. Permutation invariant training (PIT) [5, 7, 8, 9, 10]
mitigates the permutation problem at the training stage by mod-
ifying the training objective function such that labels are per-
muted to find the closest match to the output of the deep neural
network (DNN). Related novel models such as Deep cluster-
ing (DC) [11, 12] and deep attractor networks (DANet) [13]
have been proposed to generate discriminative embeddings for
each time-frequency (T-F) bin with points from the same source
forced to be closer to each other or to an attractor.
With the explosion of applications for speech-driven smart
devices, there have been increasing studies on target speaker en-
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hancement [14, 15, 16], extraction [17, 18], adaptation [19, 20]
and joint learning with acoustic models[2, 21]. In contrast to
the speaker-independent speech separation models, deep learn-
ing models for target speaker enhancement or extraction are op-
timized to predict a single target speaker from the background
or speech mixture, hence avoid the difficulties of permutation
and unknown source numbers. Conventional approaches extract
auxiliary features of the target speaker and concatenate them to
the input of a DNN-based acoustic models [20, 22, 19]. These
approaches can be summarized as speaker-specific network,
speaker-specific bias, speaker-specific layer methods. However
as pointed out by [15], these approaches generally suffer from
deficiencies such as being not extendable to open speaker condi-
tions or not effective enough in capturing speaker characteristics
by simply bias adaptation of the input layer. Further, speaker-
adaptive layer methods are proposed within deep learning based
beam-former framework [14, 15, 16], where adaptation utter-
ance of a target speaker is employed to inform a neural network
to estimates a T-F mask. The length of adaptation utterance is
usually required long enough to capture the target speaker char-
acteristics, e.g., about 10 seconds on average in [17]. Neverthe-
less, typical application scenarios usually only permit a much
shorter adaptation utterance, e.g., a wakeup word for a home
assistant device [22, 19]. Therefore, a model is hardly feasi-
ble nor practical for many realistic scenarios unless it is able to
learn speaker characteristics with a very short available adapta-
tion utterance.
So far no study reveals a human auditory system performs
in distinct speaker-dependent or speaker-independent manners
separately as discussed above. In contrast, psychoacoustic
study in [23] suggests an important element of human audi-
tory models for early processing and selection of multi-talker
speech is an attentional control initiating a feedback loop, in-
ducing enhancement of to-be-selected input. Inspired by the
same principle, we propose a model named as ”deep extractor
network” (DENet) which exploits a short target speaker utter-
ance that serves as an anchor for attentional control, and con-
structs a canonical high dimensional embedding space where
an extractor is formed to pull together the T-F bins of the to-
be-selected input. Although the proposed model discussed in
this paper still requires a speaker-aware input as an anchor, our
single unified framework has the flexibility to extend the con-
struction of anchor embeddings to speaker-independent ways
such as a feedback loop.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
gives a brief review of closely related work, and Section 3 de-
scribes our proposed method in detail. In Section 4, we describe




















Our work is mostly related to the DANet [13] which uses a deep
learning framework to solve a speaker-independent single chan-
nel speech separation problem. Among various cutting-edge
speech separation methods, choosing the DANet as our baseline
infrastructure is motivated by the fact that it follows the well-
studied effects in human speech perception called ”perceptual
magnet effects” [24] which suggest that the brain circuits cre-
ate perceptual attractors (magnets) that warp the stimulus space
such that to draw the sound that is closest to it, and similarly
forms an attractor point for each source in the embedding space
which draws all the T-F bins towards itself, and using the sim-
ilarity between the embedded points and each attractor, a mask
is estimated for each source in the mixture. The DANet is then
trained to minimize the reconstruction error of each source by
optimizing the embeddings.
During test time of the DANet, the attractor points for in-
ference are formed using post K-means algorithms, or using an
alternative method by finding centriod locations of all attractors
of training data. Although the DANet does not have a hard con-
straint on the number of speakers in the mixtures, the clustering
step requires knowing or estimating the number of speakers.
3. Models
Different from speaker separation task of the DANet, our task in
this paper is to extract the target speaker from the speech mix-
ture, given a short anchor. In Section 3.1, we present the model
structure of our proposed DENet. To demonstrate its effective-
ness, variations of DANet models are then presented which ex-
ploit anchor information in alternative ablation ways: In Sec-
tion 3.2, an anchor based DANet uses only anchor to construct
attractors in the conventional embedding space; In Section 3.3,
a nearest attractor based DANet uses anchor only for inference.
Models in Section 3.1 and 3.2 are trained to minimize the
reconstruction error between a masked signal and a clean target
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where S is the spectrogram ( frequency F× time T ) of the
target speaker ( we use superscript ”s” to denote the target
speaker’s speech). X is the mixture spectrogram ( frequency
F× time T ), and M is the mask formed to extract the tar-
get source. A standard L2 reconstruction error is used in the
objective function. Gradient is generated to reduce the global
reconstruction error for better target speech extraction, as the
reconstruction error reflects the difference between the masked
signal and the clean target reference.
3.1. Deep Extractor Network
3.1.1. Training
The DENet maps the input signal X to a canonical K dimen-
sional embedding space. Its structure is shown in Figure 1:
First, through LSTM layers, inputs from an anchor (which we
denote with superscript ”as” in the following equations) and a
speech mixture (which we denote with superscript ”ms”) are
firstly mapped to a primary K dimensional embedding space
for each T-F bin, represented byV ∈ RFT×K . An extractor of










Figure 1: Schematic diagram of ”deep extractor network”.
whereYas ∈ RFT is an anchor presence function for each T-F
bin, i.e., Y asf,t = 1 if the amplitude is greater than 40dB below
the maximum.
The extractor is then concatenated with the speech mixture
embedding to form an extended embedding of 2K dimension
for each T-F bin. The extended embeddings are then fed into a
feed forward network to generate new embeddings:





where f(·) represents a complex nonlinear mapping function
learnt by the deep neural network (DNN), which is introduced
to map the original embedding space to a new canonical embed-
ding space represented by V˜ ∈ RFT×K .
A new canonical extractor is then estimated based on the
new embeddings V˜ sf,t,k and the ideal target-speech membership














A˜sk × V˜ sf,t,k) (5)
Equation 5 uses a similarity metric defined as a distance
between positions of an embedding vector and the extractor in
the canonical embedding space. This similarity metric uses the
inner product followed by a sigmoid function which monotoni-
cally scales the masks between [0; 1]. Intuitively, the closer a T-
F bin’s embedding vector is to the extractor, the higher weights
it is to be masked with and assigned as the target speech.
3.1.2. Inference
In testing phase, since the true assignment about the ideal target-
speech membership function is unknown, a preset extractor is
calculated by averaging extractors of all training data, and then
used for computing the reconstruction mask as in Equation 5.
This method is valid given that the distribution of the extractors
are relatively close and stable, which is validated in our experi-
ments.
3.2. Anchor Based Deep Attractor Network
This network is based on the conventional DANet [13]. To in-
form the DANet with the anchor knowledge, intuitively a tar-
get speaker attractor point can be estimated using the anchor in
Equation 2.
Next, a reconstruction mask for the mixture part of the tar-
get speaker is estimated in Equation 6 by finding the similarity
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In both training and testing phase, the target speaker’s at-
tractor is generated using the anchor. A rational assumption is
that if an embedding of a T-F bin of the mixture is close to the
attractor generated from the anchor, then it is more probable
to belong to the target speaker, and the resulting mask for the
target speaker will produce larger values for that T-F Bin.
3.3. Nearest Attractor Based Network
An alternative scheme for estimating the target speaker’s attrac-
tor is to directly use the attractors generated by the DANet from
the speech mixture. Hence the training phase follows the rou-
tine as the conventional DANet, and a fixed pair of attractors are
collected from the training data.
For reference, since the conventional DANet doesn’t have
any knowledge about which attractor belongs to the target
speaker, we use anchor knowledge for picking the target at-
tractor. Hence for inference, we generate a reference attractor
based on the anchor, compare the distances from the fixed at-
tractor pair to the anchor attractor, and then select the one with
the smaller distance as the target speaker’s attractor.
3.4. Comparison Of Different Networks
The proposed DENet framework in Section 3.1 has two dis-
tinct advantages: First, it constructs a single unified network to
fully explore both the anchor information and the supervised la-
bel of the speech mixtures during the end-to-end training phase.
In contrast, the similarity metric in DANet is defined as a dis-
tance between absolute positions of an embedding vector and
an attractor in the primary embedding space. As observed and
pointed out in [13], more than one attractor pair, dispersing from
each other, may have been learnt in the conventional DANet
embedding space. This suggests that using absolute positions
for the similarity metric could be less stable. Comparatively,
the canonical extractor generated in our new framework is ex-
pected to capture information from both the anchor and the mix-
tures from the primary embedding space such that their relative
position information is represented in the canonical embedding
space. We discover that extractors in the canonical embedding
space are more stable than the conventional ones using absolute
positions. Secondly, compared to using post K-means algorithm
for inference, a fixed preset extractor method has the advantage
of real-time implementation using a frame-by-frame pipeline.
Moreover, since the extractor in the canonical embedding space
is more stable, it is able to generalize better to unseen speakers
and mixtures and to produce better quality separation than using
a preset extractor calculated in the primary embedding space.
4. Experiments
4.1. Data
Our corpus contained 373 speakers in all, and for each speaker,
there were about 100 anchor speech samples and 500 speech
mixture samples. The speech mixtures included frequently used
commands or queries consisting of 2 to 22 Chinese characters.
The average length of the anchor samples was 0.9 seconds, and
that of the speech mixtures was 2.3 seconds. All speech data
were recorded with 16Bit, 16kHz and single-channel format in
moderately reverberant environments. Short-time Fourier trans-
form (STFT) magnitude was computed as the input feature,
with 32ms window length, 16ms hop size, and the square root
of Hann window.
We randomly selected 323 speakers as a training set and
used the remaining 50 speakers for testing. For both the train-
ing set and testing set, the speech mixtures were generated with
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) ranging from 0 to 10 dB. The
interference speakers were randomly selected from a different
corpus, which had no overlap with the 373 speakers.
4.2. Experimental Setup
4.2.1. Baseline Models
The first baseline model was an oracle DANet which we de-
noted as DANet Oracle: To get a glimpse of the upper bound
of target speech quality separated by using the conventional
DANet, the two speakers separated by the DANet were com-
pared with our ground-truth target speaker, and the one with the
best SDR was selected as the extracted target. The second base-
line model was the anchor based DANet as described in Section
3.2 which we denoted as DANet Anchor, and the third base-
line model was the nearest attractor based network as described
in Section 3.3 which we denoted as DANet Nearest.
We constructed the above three baseline models with the
same configuration of the DANet as [13], which consisted of 4
Bi-directional LSTM layers with 600 hidden units each layer.
In our experiments, the embedding dimension was set to 40, re-
sulting in a fully connected feed-forward layer of 10280 hidden
units (40× 257) after the BLSTM layers.
4.2.2. Deep Extractor Network
The LSTM layers were configured with the same setting as the
DANet. For the DNN structure, we used a 2-layer feed-forward
network, where the input dimension was 80 (i.e. double of the
DANet embedding size), the hidden layer had 256 units, and the
output dimension was 40. The parameter size of the proposed
DENet was 279, 797K, which was comparable to the parameter
size 279, 425K of the baseline models, as the increased size by
DNN was very small and neglectable.
For all the above models, to reduce noisy low-amplitude
T-F bins, those with amplitudes 40dB below the maxi-
mum were ruled out for calculating extractors. For training
DANet Oracle and DANet Nearest, we followed the con-
ventional DANet to apply a curriculum training strategy that
we first trained the network with 100-frame input length and
then continued training with 400-frame input length, whereas
for DANet Anchor and DENet, the network were trained
with utterance-level input.
4.3. Results
Table 1 showed the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) [25] and
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [26] results
for different models. The first model denoted asOrig Mixture
meant the unprocessed mixture speech. As shown in the result,
all models gained large performance boost compared with this
reference. The proposed DENet brought the best performance
in both SDR and PESQ, with a 2.3% relative improvement in
SDR compared with DANet Anchor , and a further 5.2% rel-
ative improvement compared with DANet Oracle.
Table 1: SDR and PESQ results for different models.
Model SDR PESQ
Orig Mixture 0.99 1.96
DANet Nearest 15.71 2.51
DANet Oracle 16.67 2.58
DANet Anchor 17.14 2.72
DENet 17.53 2.75
It was also worth noting thatDENet andDANetAnchor
both significantly outperformed DANet Oracle and
DANet Nearest, suggesting that a training phase using a re-
liable extractor estimation via anchor was important to achieve
good performances. Also we stressed that the average length of
anchor in our dataset was 0.9s, which was remarkably shorter
than the length required (about 10s) in state-of-the-art deep
learning based models which employed adaptation utterance
of a target speaker. This revealed that speaker characteristics
could be successfully learnt by training models with speaker
adaptation in an extractor/ attractor framework, despite of a
very short adaptation utterance, which could be crucial for a
successful application in realistic scenarios.
4.3.1. Analysis of Canonical Extractor
Figure 2 showed extractors and embeddings of T-F bins in the
new embedding space. For visualization purposes, the first
three principle components were plotted. Yellow dots repre-
sented canonical extractors of all speakers in the training set,
and their centroid was marked with a red cross. For simple
display, we presented embeddings of a random speech mixture
sample, which were typical and representative among different
mixture samples: light blue dots represented embeddings for the
interfering speaker, and dark blue dots for the target speaker. It
could be observed that embeddings of the interfering speaker
were distant from the canonical extractors, while those of the
target speaker were much closer to and actually wrapping the
canonical extractors, thus leading to a high-quality target speech
recovery. We could also observe a good property of the canoni-
cal extractors that these yellow dots for different speakers were
very stable and closely clustered. This observation echoed our
discussion in Section 3.4 that extractors in the canonical embed-
ding space encoding relative information were more stable than
the conventional ones [13] using absolute information.
4.3.2. Generalization to More Interfering Speakers
Since the proposed DENet model required no prior knowledge
about the number of speakers, it could be flexibly extended
to cope with more than one interfering speaker. We ran ex-
periments on different models to evaluate their generalization
and robustness performances on three-speaker mixtures. Note
that all models in this experiment were trained only with two
speaker mixtures.
Two sets of evaluation results were shown in Table 2: left
columns for a medium interfering condition with Orig Mix.
Figure 2: Location of extractors and embeddings of T-F bins
in the new embedding space. Each dot visualizes the first three
principle components; Yellow dots indicate canonical extrac-
tors of all training speakers, and their centroid is marked with
a red cross; Light blue dots indicate embeddings for an inter-
fering speaker, and dark blue dots for a target speaker.
Table 2: SDR and PESQ results for target speaker extraction
from three-speaker mixtures in medium (left columns) and hos-
tile (right columns) interfering conditions
Model SDR PESQ SDR PESQ
Orig Mix. 0.44 1.87 −2.05 1.46
DANet Near. 11.99 2.30 8.84 (26%) 2.13
DANet Orac. 11.98 2.27 8.85 (26%) 2.10
DANet Anch. 13.32 2.48 10.39 (22%) 2.12
DENet 13.44 2.52 10.67 (20%) 2.14
at SDR = 0.44, and right columns for a hostile interfering
condition with Orig Mix. at SDR = −2.05. The ratio num-
bers in parenthesis indicated relative degradations between the
hostile and medium conditions. It was shown that the proposed
DENet model consistently outperformed the other models in
all conditions for the three-speaker mixture case. It could be
expected that better results could further be achieved by adding
training data with multiple interfering speakers and under more
interfering conditions, and we left it for our future work.
5. Conclusions
A new unified network called DENet is investigated to extract
the target speaker from speech mixtures, given a short anchor
utterance. The training process fully explores both anchor in-
formation and supervised mixture labels by representing their
relative information in a canonical high dimensional embedding
space which is shown more stable than a primary embedding
space by a conventional DANet. Experimental results show that
even with a very short anchor (less than 1 second), the proposed
DENet is capable of recovering high quality target speech. Ab-
lation experiments have been conducted by comparing the pro-
posed DENet with alternative DANet-based models, and best
performances have been consistently achieved by the proposed
model under all test conditions. Furthermore, we show that this
approach can be generalized well to speech mixtures with more
than one interfering speaker. In our future work, we will explore
the DENet for more complex conditions of far-field environ-
ments and multiple interferences. We will also explore speaker-
independent anchor embedding construction in the DENet via
an attentional control and feedback loop mechanism.
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